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We calculate the fragmentation function for a heavy quark to go into
quarkonia + X including relativistic and binding corrections. We use a
systematic gauge invariant method which starts directly from QCD and
which allows for a systematic expansion in quark relative velocity, which
is a small natural parameter for heavy quark systems. Inclusion of these
O(v
2
) corrections modies the fragmentation functions appreciably.
The fomalism developed earlier [1, 2, 5] can be applied to some other pro-
cesses as well. The present work was initiated by the observation that in all
existing treatments of fragmentation, colour gauge invariance is not properly
accounted for. Eectively, all authors have implicitly assumed the size of the
produced meson to be so small that the gauge-link between the colour sources is
a unit operator. This is valid only in the limit of innitely massive quarks. But
certainly this cannot be true for c or b quarks - even for the t quark this would
be true only to a few percent.
Fragmentation processes require a variation of the technique developed for
the decay processes. We have found that direct introduction of a link opera-
tor oers a quicker route to arriving at gauge-invariant matrix elements. While
these cannot be calculated ab-initio, nevertheless they can be modeled in a non-
relativistic model. Alternatively, they can be extracted from experiment by ex-
aming decay rates where large momentum transfers are involved.
Our starting point is the denition of fragmentation function in terms of





























 0i is the amplitude for a quark to go into a meson + X, shown




























































is the gluon propagator. The gauge non-invariance of the B-S amplitude can be















Expanding in poewers of k, the gluon momentum, and performing the k integra-
tion we get only the covariant derivatives
hP lj


























































To proceed, one can perform a Lorentz and CPT invariant decomposition of
each of the hadronic matrix elements in the above equation. This is somewhat
complicated[4] and involves a large number of constants which characterize the
hadron. This is discussed in detail in Ref [5] and we refer the reader to that

































































































Using these values of the matrix elements one can readily compute the frag-

































































































































































The technique developed can be easily extended to calculate the fragmentation
of a c (and b) quark to 1
  
state. For this we need to calculate the corresponding



























































































































































































































































decay. The fragmentaion functions including the
O(Rr
2














= 2:98 and m
c
= 1:43. The value of the



















= (0:078 GeV )
3
1 Applications
Once the fragmentation functions are calculated, they can be used to predict the
crossections and decay widths of a large number of processes. For example the
decay widths of Z
0
via fragmentation or the production rate of heavy quarkonium
states in W

, top quark, and Higgs decays.
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Figure Captions
1. a) Fragmentation of a quark into a J=	 + X.
b) Fragmentation function for c! 
c









. The solid line incudes the binding and wavefunction corrections.
3. Same as above for c! J= 
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